Furniture Systems

Incoming Mail Sorters

sorting units and shipping stations that integrate seamlessly with
Neopost and Hasler mailing systems and document handling equipment.The furniture is constructed of heavy-gauge steel and built to
withstand the everyday rigor of the busiest inbound and outbound mail
center. Tabletops are finished with strong laminate to withstand heavy
loads and high impact.
NEOPOST CUSTOM FURNITURE: Neopost USA offers custom
cabinet and console configurations that are specifically designed to
support easy range-of-motion access to Neopost USA document handling and mailing systems while making efficient use of valuable
mailroom space. Configurations are available to support system monitors, label printers, mobile weighing platforms, letter trays, peripherals and supplies.
See Neopost’s listing in these other sections: Address/Barcode Printers;
Addressing Accessories;Database/Postal Software; Document Printing
Software; Folding Machines; Inserter Mailing Systems; Inserter
Feeders; Mail Accounting Systems; Mail Openers; Parcel/Mailbox
Lockers; Postage Meters; Scales; Shipping Management Systems;
Tabbing Systems; and Tracking/Receiving Systems.
CONTACT: For more information call 800-NEOPOST(636-7678) or
click www.neopost.com.

NPI Omega Mixed Mail Sorter (l) and Omega Letter Sorter

§ NPI
CATEGORY: Incoming Mail Systems
PRODUCT: NPI’s Incoming Automated Mail Sorters
COMPANY: NPI, 14901 Trinity Blvd, Fort Worth, TX 76155. Key
Contact: Michelle Benker. Phone: 888-821-SORT.
NPI BARCODE SORTERS: These sorters can be configured to sort incoming mail pieces. With database-driven incoming software, customers
can process time-sensitive incoming mail such as lockbox operations and
remittances, reducing cycle times and labor costs. Sort information is retrieved from a database and downloaded to the sort computer to target key
fields. Interoffice mail can also be distributed more efficiently using
inter-office software.
CONTACT: For more information, call 888-821-SORT or email
sales@npisorters.com.

§ Pitney Bowes Inc.
CATEGORY: Incoming Mail Sorters
PRODUCT: Vantage™ Sorting Solution, VariSort™ Mixed Mail Sorting Solution, EZ-Flats™ Pro, OneSort® Pro
COMPANY: Pitney Bowes Inc., 3001 Summer Street, Stamford, CT
06926-0700. Tele: (877) 406-7704. Web: PitneyBowes.com
Pitney Bowes Furniture Solutions

§ Pitney Bowes Inc.
CATEGORY: Furniture Systems
PRODUCT: Pitney Bowes Furniture Solutions
COMPANY: Pitney Bowes Inc., 3001 Summer Street, Stamford, CT
06926-0700. Tele: 877-682-7687. Web: PitneyBowes.com
PITNEY BOWES FURNITURE SOLUTIONS: Because the latest
technology alone cannot solve all your workflow and productivity challenges, Pitney Bowes offers a complete line of furniture and consoles to
support your mailing and shipping operations. Pitney Bowes furniture solutions are modular for a cohesive look and functional flow, durable and
ergonomically sound. Work with Pitney Bowes specialists on customized
layouts and expert integration with these environmentally responsible solutions. Get free 3D renderings and planning advice for your toughest
challenges including sorting and distribution areas. Pitney Bowes offerings include Ship Stations, Lift Tables, Modular Tables, Risers and Sorters and other accessories to hold a single piece of equipment or outfit your
entire mail center environment.
See Pitney Bowes' listing in the Postage Meters/Mailing Systens section.
CONTACT: For more information call 877-682-7687 or visit Pitney
Bowes at PitneyBowes.com.

VANTAGE SORTING SOLUTION: The Vantage Sorting Solution is
Pitney Bowes’ state of the art, high-powered multi-application system
with
industry-leading
throughput and efficiencies
for both outbound and inbound mail. The Vantage
offers exciting capabilities
such as high-speed inline
weighing of both letters
and flats as well as
high-speed in-line metering. The in-line metering
function eliminates the
need for manual metering
Pitney Bowes Vantage Sorting Solution
or separating mail, enabling
operators to process mail automatically. The Vantage boasts an overall
throughput speed of 45,000 pieces per hour. It can handle letters, flats and
postcards up to .25” thick. The Vantage comes equipped with Flexline
Stackers in two-tier, three-tier or four-tier configurations and is equipped
with enhanced features such as double-detection, in-line printing and
first-class OCR. The Vantage is powered by Business Logic Processing
(BLP) software that facilitates communication, exchange and seamlessly
interfaces with virtually any backend system based on client’s business
rules and operational processing needs.
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Incoming Mail Sorters
VARISORT MIXED-MAIL SORTING SOLUTION: The VariSort
Mixed Mail Sorting Solution automates difficult-to-sort flats – including
polywrap, irregular pieces and
small parcels. This hybrid sorting solution can sort up to 8,000
pieces per hour and can be customized to include OCR,
WABCR, in-line labeler or
choice of feeders including an
automatic feed station. Other
system options include secure
separator card machine setup,
and accounting, air conditionPitney Bowes VariSort
ing for extreme environments,
Mixed-Mail Sorting Solution
3DM dimensional measurement for size-based pricing and tub conveyors. The VariSort is powered
by Business Logic Processing (BLP) software that facilitates communication, exchange and seamlessly interfaces with virtually any backend
system based on client’s business rules and operational processing needs.
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EZ-FLATS PRO: The Pitney Bowes EZ-Flats Pro sorting system helps
identify the largest postal discounts in a single-pass offering a quick return on investment. EZ-Flats
Pro is a low-cost entry for a new
level of postal discounts and it
allows customers to expedite
delivery to the USPS without
complex logistics or scheduling
rules. At speeds up to 2000
pieces per hour, EZ-Flats Pro
utilizes a unique software package that scans and directs small
parcels for maximum postal
discount in a single process.
EZ-Flats Pro ensures an intuitive
process for complex postal rules
and on average, first time operaPitney Bowes EZ-Flats Pro
tors are up to speed and running
the system within 15 minutes. EZ-Flats Pro captures weight, barcodes and
OCR while deciding destination, postage paid and tracking numbers.
ONESORT PRO: The OneSort Pro sorter provides a powerful, yet simple solution for dimensioning, data
capture and parcel management. This
highly integrated sorter provides simultaneous dimensioning, weighing,
barcode reading, OCR, image capture
and label creation. It can instantly process instructions for labeling, routing,
postal documentation, client billing
and custom reporting. The OneSort
Pro is powered by Business Logic Processing (BLP) software that facilitates
communication,
exchange
and
seamlessly interfaces with virtually any
backend system based on client’s business rules and operational processing
needs.

Pitney Bowes OneSort Pro

CONTACT: For more information
call 877-682-7687 or visit Pitney
Bowes at PitneyBowes.com.

Ink
§ Kirk-Rudy, Inc.
CATEGORY: Ink
PRODUCT: Inkjet Inks
COMPANY: Kirk-Rudy, Inc. 125 Lorraine Parkway, Woodstock, GA
30188. Email: sales@kirkrudy.com. Phone: 770-427-4203.
DESCRIPTION: Since becoming an OEM partner with Hewlett
Packard in 2009 Kirk-Rudy has become a top provider of HP 45A ink
cartridges and bulk supply inks. Kirk-Rudy sells ink for all
HP-compatible industrial inkjet printers in the printing, mailing, and
packaging industry. KR offers a full range of inks that include but are not
limited to HP 2570 Solvent; HP Versatile Black; HP Fast Dry Black; HP
45A Black; HP Spot Colors (Red, Blue, Green, Yellow); HP 1918 Dye
Black; HP Bulk Supply; Aqueous inks.
INKJET CARTRIDGE SOLUTIONS: KR offers a full range of inks
including but not limited to HP Versatile Black; HP Durable Black; HP
Fast Dry Black; HP 45A Black; HP Spot Colors (Red, Blue, Green, Yellow); HP 1918 Dye Black; HP Bulk Supply; General Aqueous inks,and
Collins ink.
BULK INK DELIVERY SOLUTION: Kirk-Rudy’s bulk ink delivery
system is for high-volume applications that require high-quality results,
low cost per print, and infrequent ink supply intervention. This system
consists of a 350 ml spill-proof bulk ink cartridge that connects directly to
one or multiple pens. It is designed to print 600 dots per inch in applications where high-quality output on porous media is required. The system
brings convenience and high-quality printing to industrial markets that
need a high-volume ink delivery system.
HP 2580 BLACK SOLVENT INK: Introducing the HP 2580: Expand
your coding and marking capabilities and extend the productivity of your
HP TIJ based printed to coated & non-porous substrates by using HP’s new
solvent based ink and optimized print cartridge. The HP 2580 is recommended for UV Coated, Varnish, AQ overcoat, BOPP (shrink wrap over
magazines), as well as flexible PVC card stock.
CONTACT: For more information, call 770-427-4203 or email
sales@kirkrudy.com.

§ MJR Vision
CATEGORY: Ink
PRODUCT: Managed Print Inks
COMPANY: MJR Vision, 38 Southwood Dr., Cherry Hill, NJ,
08003-2950. Phone: 888-824-8606
DESCRIPTION: MJR Vision OEM partner of Inc.Jet supports Managed Print program, which improves ease of use and quality of printing. It recognizes the exact ink and cartridge that has been placed into
the system and configures the system to maximize performance and
print quality. Based on HP TIJ technology Managed Print can assure
you that what you need to print is what you get. Porous or Non- Porous
inks can be used on variety of different substrates - from paper to plastic. With Managed Print ink in place, every single nozzle in each cartridge is individually checked and the results displayed in a simple format, to help you manage print quality.
BULK INK SOLUTION: The 800mL Bulk Ink Holder or 475ml Bottle
Ink Holder with Empty Detect Kit is a gravity-feed bulk ink system designed for jet.fuel inks.
CONTACT: For more information, call 888-824-8606. Or, circle MJR
Vision on the Reader Service Card
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